Gar Drolma Virtual Dharma Bookstore

*Items for your selection:*

**Deity Statues**
Traditional Rupas (Gold) can be consecrated.
- White Tara
- Yellow Dzambhala
- Medicine Buddha
- Green Tara
- Guru Rinpoche
- Chenrezig

Gold Statues (2" & 4" high)
- Green Tara
- White Tara
- Giving Buddha
- Earth Touching Buddha
- Amitabha Buddha
- Medicine Buddha

Selection of Deity Resin Statues: Sizes range from 8” to 11”

**Deity Crystal Illumination**
Very special support for meditation, and beautiful on any shrine.
- Achi Chokyi Drolma
- Amitabha
- 4 Arm Chenrezig
- 1000 Arm Chenrezig
- Dzambhala
- Medicine Buddha
- Vajrakilaya
- White Tara
- Green Tara
- Vajrasattva
- Vajrayogini
- Chakrasamvara
- Hung Flame
Wall Hangings

- OM Ah Hung w/ Lotus
- OM Ah Hung w/o Lotus
- Tara Mantra
- Amitabha Mantra
- Mani Mantra with Lotus
- Mani Mantra without Lotus
- Eight auspicious Symbols

Prayer Flags - Various sizes

Text Covers

- Book cover style – small and large sizes
- Traditional Pecha cover

Altar Cloths (38”x38”) & Door Covers

Monastic Bags with auspicious symbol embroidery

Pashima Shawls

Incense

- Incense Burners – several sizes
- Selection of incense from Nepal
- Fragrant incense powder – for smoke offerings

Ritual Items selections

- Offering bowls
- Phurbas
- Mandala Sets
- Mandala Pans
- Serkyem
- Butter lamps
- Dorje & Bell from Nepal & India
- Dorje & Bell Covers
- Damaru
- Bhumpa
Liberation Kit for the End of Life

This kit features Garchen Rinpoche’s Instructions on Death to help the Buddhist practitioner prepare for one’s own death or to help others. It includes ritual items mentioned by Garchen Rinpoche and clearly explains how to use them. This kit is suitable for all practitioners, including those who have not received the Phowa transmission.

Your Liberation Kit comes in a silk brocade bag decorated with Tibetan auspicious symbols and it includes:

- Garchen Rinpoche’s Instructions on Death which includes a teaching on impermanence, an explanation of what to expect at each stage of the death process, prayers and graphics like the Liberation by Touch mantra.
- Hundred Peaceful & Wrathful Deities Liberation Fabric & Poster with instructions for use
- Picture of Buddha Amitabha
- Small Bag w/Mandala Blessing Sand
- Blessing Pills
- Mantra Bracelet for Liberation by Seeing & Touch (Garchen Rinpoche frequently gives students gifts that have the Liberation by Seeing mantra)

Phowa Liberation Kit

This kit provides the Phowa practitioner essential ritual items and a Practice Book featuring the Drikung Phowa and Amitabha practices to help liberate oneself and others at the time of death.* Also included are Garchen Rinpoche’s Instructions on Death offering explicit directions on preparing for death, including how to use the enclosed ritual items.

*To engage in Phowa practice, one must receive the Phowa transmission from a qualified teacher.

Your Phowa Liberation Kit comes in a silk brocade bag decorated with Tibetan auspicious symbols and it includes:

Comprehensive Practice Book that includes:

- The extensive & condensed versions of the Drikung Phowa
- Amitabha practice text
- Prayers such as the Aspiration to be Reborn in Sukhavati (recommended for daily practice by Garchen Rinpoche)

(continued next page ... )
Bardo Teachings
Garchen Rinpoche’s Instructions on Death which includes a teaching on impermanence, an explanation of what to expect at each stage of the death process, prayers and graphics like the Liberation by Touch mantra.
Hundred Peaceful & Wrathful Deities Liberation Fabric & Poster with instructions for use
Picture of Buddha Amitabha
Small Bag w/Mandala Blessing Sand
Blessing Pills
Mantra Bracelet for Liberation by Seeing & Touch (Garchen Rinpoche frequently gives students gifts that have the Liberation by Seeing mantra)

Jewelry & Malas
- Pendants
- Ga’u
- Wrist malas
- Mala counters